The success of Neumüller Elektronik can be found in the right strategy, the right decisions – and in reliable companions.

For more than 65 years, Neumüller Elektronik has maintained strong partnerships with leading global component manufacturers in the fields of optoelectronics, Lighting, Sensors, Power Supply, Electromechanics, Hi-Rel, Alarm & Acoustics, RFID and industrial storage solutions. As an authorized electronics distributor of industry leading manufacturers, Neumüller Elektronik offers you a coordinated range of high-quality electronic components and systems.

Through our access to technology, development and knowledge, we can also offer you support in each of your development steps and thus a direct innovation advantage.

We will advise you with our years of experience in selecting the right components and possible adjustments. Because at Neumüller Elektronik, you get exactly what you need.
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